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1. The Road to the White Paper and the Single Act

In the early 1980s, the dominant pre-occupation o

European policy circles was with "Euro-sclerosis" largel

identified with national rigidities in the work ings of nationa

labor markets. The rise of average unemployment in Europe t

two-digit levels was attributed to limite d labor marke

flexibility, to real-wage rigidities and to an unfriendl

business environment due to tensions in business-!abo

relations. The EC Commission's call for a "coope rative strateg

for more employment" placed almost exclusive emphasis on rea

wage moderation, on greater adaptability of labour markets an

on the strengthenning of competitive forces (EC, Annua

Economic Report (ECAR) , 1936, p. 36) .

The pursuit of appropriate adjustment policies wa

erceived to be the "responsibility of national and regiona

uthorities" (ECAR, 1986, p. 34) that were also responsible for

pruning the public sector deficits that were threat ening the

onso1idation of the convergence towards monet ary stability"

Ibid, p. 30) .

This view, that became entrenched during the first half of

he 1930s, had important implications for the conduct of

olicy. Expansionary demand policy was presumed to be

neffective since any potential expansion of labour demand

ould be thwarted by offsetting increases in nominal wages.

nly supply side measures that would ensure greater flexibility
n the functioning of labour markets could have positive output

r employment effects. Macro-economic policy inactivism was



thus justified on economic grounds : so long as iabor markets

Europe were characterized by real wage ridigity, there was

room for either unilateral or coordinated exp ansion.

This view was endorsed till 1985-1986 by all relevan

Community institutions, despite growing evidence that at leas

the economic foundations of the argument were becomin

increasingly weaker. By the mid 1980's, real unit labour cost

had declined considerably in all major European countries.

number of studies (Bruno, 1985 ; Sachs 198 6) showed convincingl

that the "classical thesis" was becoming less relevant than i

was thought to be the case, and that Europe had in fac

suffered in the 1980's from a substantial Keynesian output ga

C Gordon, 1987) .

It was not however economics that caused a major shift i

olicy priorities. The "Euro-sclerosis" thesis brought about

olitical impasse at the European level : the burden of

djustment had to be borne entirely by domestic industrial

apital and labor with national governments playing the role of

verseers of the adjustment process. This strategy maximised

riction at the national level, especially in the context of a

ow growth environment that had detriment al effects both for

abor and for industry. By 1986, the index of European

ndustrial output stood at 105, as against 115 for the United

tates and 121 for Japan (1980 = 100) (European Economy, 1988,

. 25 ) .

As can be seen in Table 1, domestic demand grew much

ower in Europe over the period 1973-1985 than it did in its
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other main trading partners especially in the mor

technologically advanced sectors. Between 1979 and 1985, th

proportion of industry accounted for by sectors in which worl

demand was growing faster, increased by 3 a year in th

Community, compared with 3,7% in the United States and 17,1% i

Japan (Ibid, 1988, p. 25) . In electrical and electronic goods

in chemical and pharmaceutical products, in transport equipmen

or industrial and agricultural machinery, domestic demand gre

less rapidly than in the other countries while European firm

lost market shares in third markets (Ibid, 1988, p. 29) .

National governments thus had to meet a series o

conflicting demands by domestic actors as domestic labor and

industrial capital favored a more expansionary policy stance

that would promote export and investment growth, while monetary

authorities continued to support restrictive policies in an

effort to curtail the capital outflow towards the United States

and defend the internal and external value of the currency.

As the conduct of policy became more "politicized"

nternally, domestic monetary authorities chose to lose some of

heir independence and accept the leadership of the Bundesbank

ather than face the erosion of their political autonomy by

ational governments or by other domestic actors (Katseli,

989a) . The creation of an enlarged European currency area with

reater controls over reserves has been interpreted as a move

y Central Banks to enhance their relative power not only vis

-vis private financial capital that had already gone

nternational by the mid 1970s, but more importantly vis-a-vis
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domestic governments labor and industry (Katseli, 1989a, p

33) .

The recall of external institutional commitments deriv e

from the workings of the European Monetary System (EMS) and th

implied acceptance of the Bundesbank's leadership position i

that arrangement, enabled monetary authorities to prolong th

continuation of domestic monetary discipline and th

maintenance of slightly overvalued currencies and to decreas

the governments' incentives to create inflationary surprise

(Giavazzi and Pagano, 1986) . In other words, in choosing to b

followers on an international scale, monetary authorities wer

ab le to lower the political capital required domes t i c a 1ly t

lobby for and maintain an anti-expansionary policy stance.

As it was argued elsewhere (Katseli, 1989a) , wage earners

nions and industrial business interests were apt to be losers

rom the Europeanization of the financial and monetary policy

ame. Not only did the functioning of the EMS raise

ignificantly the costs of domestic lobbying for a more

xpansionary 'policy stance, but the complexity of the issues

nvolved made it difficult for national un ions to organise

ffectively on a European scale. Furthermore, the structural

symmetries across the European countries made t he formation of

ross-country alliances by labor or other groups even more

ifficult to attain.

In the absence of any effective domestic opposition, the

reation of a supra-national system of decis ion-making that

ver-represented the interests of f inancia 1 capita 1 and
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monetary authorities, institutionalized a deflationary bias i

the conduct of policy and influenced the choice of specifi

policy instruments for economic adjustment in a way consisten

with this group's preferences over targets and instrument

(Katseli , 1989a, p. 37) . Thus deflation in Europe took mainl

the form of fiscal expenditure contraction, the relaxation o

incomes policies and the pursuit of supply-side measures t

enhance "labour market flexibility".

The gradual shift of power over decision-making fro

national governments to a supra-national "monetary club

intensified the institutional inertia at the Community level

Two options were open for European Community institutions, mos

notably the EC Commission : to attempt to create a con sensu

view by reconciling opposing interests at the national and

European levels or to promote the policy directions endorsed by

the "monetary" club under the leadership of the Bundesbank. The

trong dose of conservativism coming out of Brussels in the

irst half of the 1980s and the outiook and guidelines provided

y EC documents provide evidence that the second strategy was

n fact adopted with limited success.

From anecdotal evidence! it is in fact known that by 1985,

usiness leaders bypassed national governments and addressed

hemselves to the Commission in an effort to push for

lternative solutions. Confronted with steadi ly declining

arket shares in third markets (Table 2) , with increased import

enetration especially in the strong demand sectors and with

i
. Interviews with EC officials.
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worsening prospects, as European currencies started t

appreciate relative to the dol lar (Figure 1) , the larg

European industrialists sought a negotiated European solutio

to declining sales and profits. The creation of an interna

market by the end of 1992 provided the institutional outlet t

those demands. The prospects of an integrated market not o nl

improved the medium-term outlook for European industry but a

the same time provided a new sense of direction fo r th

European institutions and bureaucracy.

In his tour of capitals in 1985 Jacques Delors presente

governments with a limited menu from which to choose : suppor

the creation of an internal market, strengthen the process o

monetary integration or proceed with a new defence agree ment.

Given the political resentment with the second option that had

been followed throughout the early 1980s, and the difficulties

with the third, the internal market initiative was accep ted. A

ear later this approval was translated into a series of

ecisions that involved four broad categories of public policy :

1) the removal of important non-tariff barriers to trad e for

oods and services including national standards and

egulations, government procurement policies, administrative

arriers, frontier delays and costs, diff erences in VAT,

egulations of freight transport, restrictions in national

apital markets, legal impediments etc.
, (2) the removal of

arriers to capital and labor movements and the liberali zation

f services especially banking and insurance, (3) the

trengthening of European institutions especially the European
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Council and the Commission vis-a-vis national governments an

(4) the convergence of economic and financial policies tha

would further the prospects for a monetary union. Thes

decisions were soon incorporated into the White Paper and th

Single European Act of 1986.

With these decisions the nature of the policy game withi

Europe has shifted both across issues and across players. Th

emphasis on the creation of the internal market which downplay

the two issues of macro-policy coordination and national labor

maket adjustment and flexibility that were given highes

priority in the early 1980's, reflects the rising preoccupatio

with the promotion of a Strategic Trade Policy (STRAP) at th

European level
, that is, the promotion of trade policies aime

t securing a European comparative advantage in o1igopo1i sti

ndustries (Krugman, 1987, p. 121) . This is to be achieved

hrough the promotion of selective European industrial secto rs

hat are characterized by strong demand growth, by a high R & D

omponent, and by increasing returns to scale in production

nd / or distribution.

The link between STRAP and the creation of the intern al

arket is analysed in section 2 of the paper. Concurrently, as

s shown in section 3, the Single Act has strengthened the role

f the Commission as a regulatory agency and has given greater

ecision-making powers within the Council to government

uthorities in the more industrialised countries (W. Germany,

nited Kingdom, France, Italy) that have ve sted interests in

he promotion of STRAP. Hence, what is now emerg ing at the
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European level is the creation of an institutional apparat

that aims at the "voluntary cooperative regulation of conflic

over economic and political issues" achieved through "high

structured and interpenetrated set of political relationship

between the Commission, the leading business interests, an

government authorities of the more industria lized countries. T

paraphase Katzenstein's definition of neo-corporatism at th

national level (Katzenstein, 1983) , this type of regulator

arrangement at the European level can be identified with Euro

corporat i sm.

The emergence of Euro-corporatism as the dominant economi

nd political arrangement in the 1990's will have importan

mplications not only for the direction of future polic

hoices but also for the strategic opt ions open for labor an

he smaller member-states in their quest for a more equitabl

epresentation of their interests. These issues are discusse

n section A of the paper.

. European Strategic Trade Policy and t he Internal Market

According to a recent study produced by the Directorate-

eneral for Economic and Financial A ffairs of the European

ommission (EC, European Economy, 1988) the creation of the

nternal market is supposed to lead to four principal types of

fect :

a significant reduction in costs due to a better

exploitation of several kinds of economies of scale

associated with the size of product ion uni t s and
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enterpri s e ;

ii) an emproved efficiency in enterprises, a rationalizatio

of industrial structures and a setting of prices closer t

costs of production, all resulting from more competitiv

markets ;

iii) adjustments between industries on the basis of a fulle

play of comparative advantages in an integrated market ;

iv) a flow of innovations, new processes and new products

stimulated by the dynamics of the internal market.

The thrust of the internal-market exercise as described i

the study is the regaining of world competitiveness and marke

shares especially in the more advanced branches of industry

that are associated with strong demand growth and are

characterized by increasing returns to scale in production. As

can be seen in Table 2, the loss in market shares of European

based firms was more pronounced in electrical goods, in motor

vehicles, in rubber and plastic products, in machinery,

ransport equipment and office and data-processing machines,

precision and optimal instruments.

Alternatively, the European firms gained market shares in

he more traditional sectors including leather and footwear,

urniture, textiles '

and clothing, non-metallic minerals and

ineral products, food, beverages and tobacco etc. It is

recisely in the sectors where Community-based firms lost

arket shares that increasing returns to scale are substantial .

able 3 ranks manufacturing industries by economies of scale

ased on a calculation of the extra unit costs that arise from
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a reduction by 50% of the minimum efficient size (METS). It ca

be seen that important cost reductions can be achieved by th

expansion of production size especially in means of transport

in chemicals, in machinery and instrument manufacture- an

finally in paper and printing.

These sectors account for about 55% of industria

production in the Community of Twelve and about 65% o

industrial employment in the Community of Ten (EC, Europea

Economy, p. 108) . Production and employment however are heavil

concentrated, with the more industrialized countries having th

lion's share. In office machines, data-processing and

telecommunications equipment and basic chemicals "profitab ility

is linked clearly to market share and large firms predominate"

(EC, European Economy, 1988, p. 135) . Firms with more than 500

employees account for more than 80% of total turnover of the

industry and this is particularly the case in Germany, France,

taly and the United Kingdom (Table 4) . It is precisely the

resence of large firms in these more techno 1ogicai 1v advanced,

apidly growing sectors and their relative importance in total

roduction, employment and exports in the national economies o f

he four more advanced countries of the Community, that enabled

he corresponding business interests to exercise effe ctive

ressure towards the creation of the internal market.

The presence of increasing returns in these industries

mply that the expansion of production lowers significantlv

-
. Office machines, agricultural and industrial machinery,electrical and electronic equipment.
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average costs and hence increases competitiveness. Th

reduction of trade barriers and the creation of a larger

unified internal market makes expansion both feasible an

profitable. Integration thus produces "strategic gains over an

above the usual benefits by giving firms a better base fo

o1igopo1istic competition (Krugman, 1987, p. 122). At the sam

time, it leads to internal or external restructuring o

production. The first refers to selective concentration int

particular product lines and withdrawal from others. Th

latter refers to mergers and acquisitions aimed at "bette

exploitation of returns to scale, wider geographica

diversification and greater international division of labour

within the European market" (EC, European Economy, p. 135) .

The gains from intra-industrv specialization derived from

the exploitation of economies of scale are not necessarily

divided equally across countries. It is by now a well-known

theoretical proposition that "a country that succeeds in

getting a disproportionate share of high-return industries as a

esult of trade can gain at other countries' expense, while a

ountry that ends up with small high-return sectors can

onceivably be worse off with trade than without" (Krugman,

987, p. 121) . Who is to gain and who is to lose by the

reation of the internal market thus depends on the nature of

estructuring that will take place and on the geographical

ispersion of new production activities. This will be

etermined inter-alia by the pursuit of deliberate strategies

hat governments could pursue to protect existing activities,
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to further investment in productivity, people and R & D etc.

To prevent the development of this type of friction amon

governments that participate in the STRAP game, Communit

institutions and most notably the Commission has to assume

powerful role as a regulatory agency. Thus the pursuit of STRA

through the creation of an internal market also requires

shift of power from national institutions to Europea

institutions for the supervision and regulation of industria

and trade policies. Given the nature and characteristics of

production activities that are affected by the integration

process, this implies that trade and or industrial policy

encompasses a vast range of policy domains that were

traditionally considered to be under national control, e. g.

standards or technical regulations, indirect taxation and

subsidisation schemes, government procurement policies,

selective credit policies etc.

National standards and regulations are in fact quoted as

the most important barrier to trade by the following branches

of industry : chemicals, mechanical and electrical engineering,

motor vehicles and other transport equipment. (EC, Research on

he Cost of Non-Europe, Vol . 3, 1988, p. 11). Public purchases

ank high in office and data equipment, electrical and

recision engineering and transport equipment (Ibid, p. 11) .

The new regulatory responsibilities of the Commission thus

xtend to important new areas of fiscal policy and national

ractices that were not perceived to be an integral part of

rade policy.
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The nature of the STRAP game and the fear of direct o

indirect government intervention to "safeguard a policy o

national champions" (EC, European Economy, 1986, p. 138) als

gives the Commission sufficient leverage to act as negotiato

between governments in order to find politically acceptabl

solutions to the distribution of gains from the process o

integration. Thus, it is highly likely that there alread

exists an informally negotiated agreement as to the likel

national distribution of gains from the creation of th

internal market and the pattern of national specializatio

across those industrial sectors that exhibit increasin

returns-to-scale properties. According to EC estimates, the

reduction in the cost of final goods of all kinds due to the

restructuring of product ion units and the exploitat ion of

returns to scale is estimated to be around 60 billion ECU. The

gains from competition effects on X-inefficiencv and monopolv

rents are estimated to be around 46 billion ECU. (Ibid, 1988,

p. 157) . The expected geographical distribution of gains

owever is nowhere presented as it depends to a large extent o n

he outcome of negotiations across industrial branches and

ountries. Interestingly enough, in a recent survey of industry

egarding the perceived opportuni ties and risks associated with

he completion of the internal market for the individual

ompany and for the country as a whole, whereas the respon ses

rom German, Italian or U. K. firms are uniformly positive,

hose of French firms are lukewarm vis-a-vis the expec ted

ational outlook (Ibid, p. 134) . This could be partially
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explained by the relatively smaller French share of certai

modern industrial branches in total industrial production bu

more likely by the fear of intra-community competition both i

the home and foreign markets. (Ibid, p. 132) .

Even though the geographical distribution of gains fro

integration will be asymmetric requiring extensive negotiation

both among countries that participate in STRAP and betwee

industrialized and less industrialized countries within th

Community to accomodate claims for structural compensation, th

costs of adjustment are substantially more symmetric acros

factors of production.

The presence of intra-industry as opposed to inter

industry specialization and trade lessens the need for

extensive factor rea 11ocation. All factors of production

(capital , unskilled or skilled labor etc. ) can benefit from the

expansion of production in the affected industries, contrary to

what is the case in the promotion of traditional Heckscher-

hlin or inter-industry trade, where the abundant factor of

roduction is more likely to benefit from trade expansion.

hus, in so far as the STRAP initiative enhances intra-industry

pecialisation and trade, there are no adverse internal

istribution consequences in the large industrial countries

hat could bring about political opposition to the internal

arket exercise. As it was noted earlier, for the large

ountries, any potential conflict arising out of location

hoices will have to be resolved at the negotiating table

etween governments and the Commission. This is not likely to
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be the case in the less-industrialised European countries whos

pattern of trade with their European and world-trade partner

is more traditional.

In the case of these countries, which happen to coincid

with the periphery countries of the Community (Greece

Portugal , Ireland, Denmark etc. ) . the conflicts that will arise

out of further liberalization of goods and services, will be

internal as some factors will benefit at the expense of others

(Katseli, 1989) . Compensation arrangements such as the use of

structural funds will have to be designed, managed and

implemented either by national governments or directly by the

Commission. If the latter strategy is chosen as it appears to

be the be case in the relevant Council regulations (No. 2052 /88

of June 24, 1988 and No. 4253/88 of December 19» 1988) , the

Commission will eventually adopt significant "planning" and

"development" functions that have so far been relegated to

national governments.

In conclusion, the creation of the internal market which

was a prerequisite for the STRAP initiative, has expanded the

role of Community institutions, most notably the Commission, in

three distinct directions : (a) as an overall regulatory agency,

(b) as a mediator across the governments of large industrial

countries and (c) as a development agency for the backward

egions of the community some of which form national entities.

n the Single Act and subsequent Council regulations these

unctions have started to be institutionalised with important

mplications for political developments at the European level .
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3. The Single Act and Eurocorporatism

The STRAP orientation of the internal market experiment i

evident in Article 24 of the Single European Act which state

that the goal of the Communities is to strengthen th

scientific and techno1ogica1 foundations of European industr

and to facilitate the promotion of internationa

competitiveness. For this reason "the Communities will suppor

R & D initiatives as well as those efforts by industries tha

attempt to exploit fully the advantages of the internal marke

especially through the opening of public procurement policies

the determination of common standards and regulations and th

effacing of legal or tax obstacles to further cooperation" .

The regulatory capabilities of the Commission are

described in Article 18 in conjunction with Article 10. The

Commission, in cooperation with the European Parliament and

after consultations with the Economic and Social Policy

Committe, "submits proposals to the European Council for t he

adoption of legal , regulatory or administrative measures that

im at the establishment and the smooth functioning of the

nternal market".

The Council can now decide on almost all matters by a

pecial majority vote. Only tax harmonisat ion measures and

egislation concerning the functioning of labor markets require

unanimous vote.

Given that the total number of weighted votes in the

ouncil sums up to 76 (Germany, France, Italy and the UK

ossess 10 votes each, Spain 8, Netherlands, Belgium, Greece
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and Portugal 5, Denmark and Ireland 3 and Luxembourg 2) and th

minimum votes required for any decision are 54, this implie

that any decision can be blocked by a coalition of three larg

countries or by two large countries in cooperation with any o

the smaller ones excluding Luxembourg. Given these votin

requirements, it has become impossible for all the smalle

countries to obtain majority even if they gain the support of

one of the large countries (Roukounas, 1989, p. 20) . This

estabishes a close and powerful link between the Commission and

the large Council Members that can dictate policy choices on

all member states.

According to Article 10, the Commission supervises the

execution of almost all Council rulings that concern the

internal market. Thus the Commission assumes important

executive functions. At the same time it can develop a "social

dialogue" among social partners at the European level , that

can end up, if they so wish, to special agreements (Article

22) . Finally, the Commission can act as a development agency by

coordinating national programs related to research and

technological development, by formulating a medium-term plan

for all its activities and by creating joint ventures or the

necessary infrastructure for the satisfactory implementation of

ommunity R & D programmes (Article 24) .

In subsequent Council regulations (No. 4253/88) the

ommission has become vested with even greater powers "to

nsure coordination of the activities of the different funds as

etween themselves and with the operations of the European
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Investment Bank and the other existing financial instruments"

to develop community support frameworks, to extend assistanc

and to monitor its implementation. It is important to note i

Community legislative decisions that assistance through th

structural funds, the EIB and other financial instruments i

aimed at promoting the development and structural adjustment o

"regions" whose development is lagging behind, as opposed t

the economic and social convergence of living standards acros

nation-states. Thus, not only has decision-making power shifte

in favor of the Commission and the large industrial countrie

participating in the Council, but smaller nation-states can no

been bypassed in the formulation and execution of nationa

development plans.

Euro-corporatism is thus evolving in the latter past o

he 1980s as a dominant institutional arrangement between t he

ommission, the leading European business interests and the

overnment authorities of the more industrialized count ries

hrough their representation in the Council. Labor interests

re not explicitly represented in that arrangement even though

he presence of intra-industry trade among large

eographically-diversified industrial units promotes, at least

artially, the convergence of private sector labor i nterests

ith those of industrial capital at least in the more

ndustrialized countries. Smaller state governments are viewed

s regional governments whose task is to monitor the

mplementation of Community programmes and Community

ssistance. This process provides further evidence in favour of
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a "European-politics paradigm that transcends an exclusiv

state-centric view of international relations" (Keohane an

Nve, 1971) .

As with the creation of the EMS at the end of the 70's

the institutional arrangements that have preceded the creatio

of the internal market have created a de_ facto new

institutional reality at the international level that has

important ramifications for the conduct of domestic national

policy and for international relations.

As with the EMS and the deve 1opment of a "supra-national

monetary club" a few years earlier (Katseli, 1989) the

development of Eurocorporatism strengthens the trend towards

the evolution of a strictly hierarchical and oligopolistic

European and international system of decision-making, in

contrast to the more democratic and participatory arrangements

reflected in the traditional system of U. N. institutions. The

over-representation of selective interests and the consistent

under-representation of others in such institutional

arrangements will in our view provide a major source of

friction in the 1990s.

. Potential Frictions in the 1990s

In his report to the European Commission, Padoa-Schioppa

otes that "the complete opening of the market in the enlarged

ommunity will have distributive effects that are likely to be

tronger and more disruptive than those experienced in the

ixties when trade integration proceeded among less
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heterogeneous countries and in a context of faster economi

growth" (Padoa-Schioppa, 1987, p. x). He cautions that in th

absence of a consistent strategy addressing "the three polic

functions concerning market integration, stabilization of th

economy and the equitable distribution of gains", th

completion of the- internal market could be jeopardized. One ca

argue that the institutional arrangements that have evolved i

the 1980s, do in fact make more difficult the satisfaction o

the two prerequi sities for success that Padoa-Schioppa

mentions, namely a more equitable distribution of gains across

nation-states and across social partners and the promotion of

growth and development in Europe.

As it was shown in Katseli (1989) , the creation of a

"supra-national monetary club" in the early 1980's has

institutionalised a deflationary bias in macroeconomy policy

through the over-representation of financial capital and

Central-Bank interests in the institutional arrangements

created and hence in decision-making. Similarly the strong

Eurocorporatist structures that have come about as a by-product

of the STRAP initiative tend to overepresent the interests of

arge business interests and governments of large industrial

ountries. In this case however, there is a strong preference

owards a more expansionary policy stance. Thus, it is not

lear how compatible the interests of these two blocks will be

ver the conduct of macro-policy or whether we will in fact

ee, at the European level, a re-run of the earlier national

olicy conflicts between financial and industrial capital
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interests.

The European!zation of the financial policy game by th

first group of agents was followed by the European!zation o

the industrial policy game by the latter group of agents. I

both cases, the national institutions that identify with

regulate and monitor their corresponding activities, most

notably Central Banks and Finance Ministries or Government

Authorities, followed suit, at the cost of relegating some of

their regulatory powers to the new international institutional

arrangements. As macro-policy priorities, especially regarding

the conduct of monetary and exchange rate policy, are different

for financial and industrial capital concerns, there is likely

to be increased friction as to macro-policy direction and

coordination. The debate over the creation of a European

Central Bank can in fact be interpreted in that light as an

effort by the Euro-corporatist interests to reduce the power of

the Bundesbank and of the monetary club in the formulation of

monetary policy. The conflicts are likely to be more intense if

the dollar depreciates further and European price

competitiveness in third markets is more seriously affected.

A different but related source of problem will be over the

distribution of the STRAP gains and the under-representation of

pecific labor or national interests in the Euro-corporatist

tructure. From the previous analysis it follows that the

ursuit of STRAP and the process of integration will strengthen

he development of "internal" financial
, capital or labor

arkets in relation to the expansion and restructuring of the
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technologically advanced industrial activities. Enhance

capital mobility is not likely to bring about large net capita

resource transfers across countries but rather increase

efficiency advantages from closed integrated markets fo

financial services. Similarly, the large firms could c reat

internal
.
labour markets from which to hire in preference t

hiring from geographically localized external markets (Krugman

1987, p. 130). The simultaneous functioning of "internal" an

"external" markets, or of "insiders" and "outsiders" rel ativ

to the STRAP initiative, will aggravate the dual nature o

economic activity and might adversely affect the prospects fo

economic and social cohesion. Those countries that canno

effectively participate in STRAP might have to fa ce risin

unemployment as they are exposed to competition even in

traditional activities and possess fewer degrees of freedom and

policy instruments to conduct national development policies

Katseli, 1989b) .

Even in advanced countries, the inability of labor

nterests to organise independently and effectively at the

uropean level
, implies that important decisions over worki ng

onditions, including pay, employment prospects, insurance

enefits etc. will be decided upon in the "int ernal labor"

arket of large firms and will be presented as Community policy

y the relevant institutions. Thus the 1990s will present a

erious challenge to labor interests to internationa lize their

olicy game and increase their bargaining power vis-a-vis the

ther social partners.
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Finally, the decisions to vest Community institutions

most notably the Commission, with important regulatory

coordination and development functions and with the right t

intervene in the process of nationa1-po1icy making in order t

monitor the implementation of the internal market program, wil

most likely give rise to confrontrations between the Commissio

and selected government authorities. These will worsen if th

STRAP initiative meets serious opposition by the United State

or Japan in a way that challenges existing bilateral economi

and political relations between either of these countries and

individual European governments, or if conflicts arise as to

the conduct of national and European macro-economic policy.

The effective management of these conflicts requires both

leadership and coordination at the European level . It also

requires new participatory mechanisms to promote adequate

representation and facilitate conflict resolutions as well as

the provision of more flexible policy instruments and

compensation schemes to strengthen economic and social

ohes ion.

In that light, the 1992 experiment is an important first

tep towards politicai union. Unless issues of democratic

articipation, social control and equitable distribution are

eriously addressed, the conflicts over economic and political

utcomes will be such that the programme itself will lose

olitical support and eventually fail. This will present a

ajor challenge for European relations in the 1990s.
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Table I . .

Evolution of volume of domestic demand by industria] branch in tbe EC. tbe United States and Japan ( 1973-85. average annual rate of growth)

EUR USA Japan

Strong demand sectors 5.0 5.2 14J

Office and data-processing machines 9.0 6.5 7.2

Electrical and electronic goods 3.5 7.2 20.7

Chemical and pharmaceutical products 5.3 2.3 9.9

Moderate demand sectors 1.2 2jS 3.J

Rubber and plastic products 2.8 5.4 2.0

Transport equipment
1.7 2.7 5.2

Food, beverages, tobacco 1.2 0.4 0.0

Paper and printing products 1.6 2.9 2.7

Industrial and agricultural machinery -0.1 5.6 5.6

Weak demand sectors -0.3 0.5 2.4

Metal products
- 0.5 - 0.4 3.4

Miscellaneous manufactured products -0.6 2, i 1.9

Ferrous and non-ferrous ores and metals 0.6 -1.8 2.0

Textiles, leather, clothing
- 0.2 2.0 2.2

Non-rnetallic minerals {construction materials) 0,1 1,7 1,1

.VA. The mon«* divided imo ttow to which demand in OECD counines bmwcm 1979 and 1913 increased by more \tua 2% ( strong demand I. by around 3% imodcnic demand L and by kis

ibu 2% l«ai dem>adl

S * Và C r

Source : EC, European Economy, 1988.
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Table .2

Gains ( + ) and losses ( - ) of market share by tbe Community in third countries over die period 1979-85' (in descending order)

Breach Lou

Electrical goods
- 4.39

Motor vehicles 4.25

Rubber and plastic products
- 2.53

Industrial and agricultural machinery - 2.49

Other transport equipment -2.27

Office and data-processing machines, precision and

optical instruments
- 2J13

Other manufactured products
- 0.84

Metal products, except machinery and transport

equipment 0.65

Leather and footwear + 5.45

Timber, furniture +4.86

Textiles and clothing + 3.87

Non-metallic minerals and mineral products +2.47

Food, beverages, tobacco + 2J32

Paper and printing products + 1-25

Ferrous and non-ferrous ores and metals, other than

radioactive + 1.23

Chemical products +0J1

1 Mirtei mire it denned u tht etpons of ihe C SA. Japta or EU R 20 to the reu of ihc «arid camnrai wnih esporti ofOECD couame* 10 the resi of t&c «m id.

S r Voiisvs Co mrruwion icn ices

Source : EC, European Economy, 1988.



Table 3 .

Branches of manufacturing industry ranked bv si2e of economies of scale

>ACE Briaca
om jtra

t halfMETV

35 Motor vehicles 6-0%

56 Other means of transport 8-20%

25 Chemicai industry 2.5-15%

26 Man-made fibres 5-10%

22 Metais > 6%

5? Office machinery 3-6%

32 Mechanical engineering 3-10%

34 Electrical engineering
5-15%

37 Instrument engineering 5-15%

4T Paper, printing and publishing 8-36%

24 Non-metallic mineral products > 6%

31 'Metal articles 5-10%

(castings)

48 Rubber and piastics 3-6%

41-42 Drink and tobacco 1-6%

 tt-tt Fcod 3.5-21%

4P- Other-manufacturing n.a.

43 Textile industry 10%

(carpets )

46 Timber and wood n.a.

43 Footwear and clothing 1%

{footwear)

-U   Leather a/id leather goods n.a.

Very substantial EOS* in production and in development costs.

Variable EOS : small for cycles and shipbuilding (although econ

omies are possible through senes production level), very substantial

in aircraft (development costs ).

Substantial EOS in production processes. In some segments of the

inaustrv (pharmaceutical producisi. R&D is an important source

of EOS.

Substantial EOS in general.
Substantial EOS in general for production processes. Also possible

in production and series production.
Substantial EOS at product level.

Limited EOS at firm level but substantial production.

Substantial EOS at product level and for development costs.

Substantial EOS at product level, via development costs.

Substantial EOS in paper mills and. in particular, printing (books).

Substantial EOS in cement and flat glass production processes. In

other branches, optimum plant sis is small compared with the

optimum size for the industry.
EOS are lower at plant level but possible at production and series

production level.

Moderate EOS in tyre manufacture. Small EOS in factories making

rubber and moulded plastic articles but potential for EOS at

product and series production level.

Moderate EOS in breweries. Small EOS in cigarette factories. In

marketing. EOS are considerable.

Principal source of EOS is the individual plant. EOS at marketing

and distribution level.

Plant size is small in these branches. Possible EOS from specializa

tion and the length of production runs.

EOS are more limited than in the other sectors, but possible

economies from specialization and the length of production runs.

No EOS for plants in these sectors. Possible EOS from specializa

tion and longer production runs.

Small EOS at plant level but possible EOS from specialization and

longer production runs.

S ll EOS

limimum ciTfcieot tecomcil tea*.

- Esdmioo 01* KÙ.

$o*rrr foci» I IW7 | .

Source : EC, European Economy, 1988.



Table 4.
i

The importance of larger enterprises in European countries in certain sectors (share of firms employing more than 500 people in total turnover
of the industry)

NACE Branchci B DK D F I NL UK
CchJK

High-demand, high- technology industries

33 Office machinery and data-processing
machinery

'

79.2 89.4 93.5 92.8 74.9
344 Telecommunications equipment 50.7 84.3 71.5 79.9 72.2
251 Basic chemicals 70.8 95.0 81.8 75.7 74.2

Low-demand traditional industries

43 Texiiiei 20.9 40.2 43,3 24.1 23.1
41/42 Food, drink and tobacco 48.2 46,7 44,4 43,1

Smtect : Eurouit.

Source : EC, European Economy, 1988.



Figure 1.

Exchange Rate Developments.
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